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Abstract. This article presents a process to build ontologies for the educational
and military domains focused on the representation of knowledge in Mexican
institutions. The Mexican context is represented by the structure of these
institutions, their teaching modalities and considering the educational strategies
to enable students to achieve good cognitive and formative levels. The ontologies
are used by individuals of the Military Education System as training tools. The
article includes the description of some tests for ontology evaluation. The
preliminary results show that these tools are acceptable for potential users.
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1

Introduction

The Semantic Web is an extension of the current web, which has a structure that enables
to express the content of pages or documents so that computers can understand and
process them, this fact facilitates interaction between computers and users [1]. To make
this possible, we need knowledge models (ontologies), descriptions of resources; as
well as management languages and knowledge representation techniques.
In particular, ontologies can have different purposes, among which stand out: the
publication of information according to a knowledge model, the exchange of
information between applications, the disambiguation of concepts, the inference of
knowledge and the description of vocabularies [2,3].
In recent years, multiple ontologies have emerged in different fields of knowledge
ranging from Physics to Social Sciences [4]; however, the adaptation of ontologies in
particular domains is a common task due to the need of covering specific domains, that
means that although reutilization is recommendable, often only general concepts are
maintained.
This article presents the construction of two ontologies: an educational and a military
ontology focused on the representation of knowledge in Mexican institutions. The
Mexican context is represented by the structure of these institutions, their teaching
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modalities and considering the educational strategies to enable students to achieve good
cognitive and formative levels. These ontologies are used by individuals of the Military
Education System as training tools, they are also part of the MIIDAS prototype, which
is a proposal for the integration of educational resources managed through semantic
technologies [5].
The rest of the article is structured as follows: Section II presents some concepts
about ontologies. Section III presents a review of the ontologies developed in the
educational and military domain. Section IV explains the process of building both
ontologies. Section V shows preliminary results of ontologies’ evaluation. Finally,
conclusions and future work are presented in Section VI.

2

Theoretical and Explanatory Framework

The theoretical perspective of this work involves the topic of ontologies, which we
describe below.
Ontologies can be conceived as an explicit and formal specification of a shared
conceptualization [14]. From this definition, it can be said that the specification refers
to the selection of a particular domain, the explicit refers to the concepts used in the
ontology and the restrictions for its use that must be clearly defined, the formal
describes the use of comprehensible syntax for computers, the conceptualization points
to the representation of knowledge and shared refers to the consensus by domain
experts [15].
According to [16], the main elements of ontology are: class (concepts), properties
(relationships), and individuals (instances). Classes are real-world objects, which can
be grouped with elements that have similar characteristics; these classes are the base
element of ontology and describe the concepts of a specific domain. The properties are
relationships and serve to describe relevant features of the entities; these can be of three
types: object, data or annotation. Individuals are elements which belong to a
specific class.
OWL (Ontology Web Language) is the standard language of the Semantic Web to
express and codify ontologies [17], this language is based on descriptive logics. OWL
language is composed of three sublanguages with different levels of expressivity, these
are: 1) OWL-Lite for those cases that need a hierarchical classification and simple
restrictions, 2) OWL-DL for those cases that require great expressiveness and a
computability guaranteed and 3) OWL-Full for those cases that require maximum
expressiveness and complete syntactic freedom; but without guarantee of complete
computability. OWL also uses special software modules, called reasoners, that can
make inferences and to check logic consistency into the knowledge base of ontologies.

3

Related Work

In this section, we present some ontologies that have been developed for the educational
and military domains, the purpose is to review the concepts that can be adopted by our
own ontologies for knowledge reuse.
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An ontology that represents a knowledge model which establishes the relationships
between the requirements of the labor markets and the content of the work plans is
presented in [6], the ontology is studied during a given training program. In the article
[7] describes domain and pedagogical ontologies which together help to enable the
search, visualization and navigation of learning objects in Science of the Earth and
Geography areas. Curriculum Ontology [8] is an ontology proposed by the UK public
radio and television service, which aims to provide data models and vocabularies to
describe national curricula in the same country.
In the HERO ontology (Higher Education Reference Ontology) [9] several general
aspects of the domain of a university are described, such as the organizational structure,
personal (academic and administrative), roles (teaching and research) and even
incomings.
Regarding ontologies in the military domain, the following stand out: the C2
ontology [10], this exposes a knowledge model that specifies military command and
control concepts of the Department of Defense of the United States.
The military ontology Muninn [11] defines classes and properties of military history.
The article [12] describes the implementation of an ontology as a basis for the
intelligent information system of the tactical command of the army of Korea. The
THOR ontology [13] provides a vocabulary to describe and request the content
generated by the combatant.
As summary, the related works shows diverse ontologies from different
perspectives, however, they do not consider the features of the Mexican context. That
represents the organization of educational institutions in Mexico, their educational
approaches, the teaching modalities and strategies used to achieve cognitive and
formative levels of individuals of the Mexican Military Education System.

4

Building Ontologies

For the building of the ontologies Methodology 101 [18] was used, proposed by
Stanford University, which consists of 7 phases, these phases are: 1) Determine the
domain and scope of the ontology, 2) Reuse existing ontologies, 3) List important terms
for the ontology, 4) Define classes and their hierarchy, 5) Define the properties of the
classes: slots, 6) Define the facets of the slots and 7) Create instances or individuals.
4.1

Building Phases for the Educational and Military Ontology

Before building the ontologies it is necessary to define the domain and the scope of
these, in order to determine it, it is essential to ask the competency questions. Table 1
shows the different competency questions for each one of the ontologies.
Once the competency questions have been formulated, the scope of the ontologies
can be established. Table 2 shows its respective scope.
After analyzing the scope of the ontologies it is necessary to list the important terms;
as well as defining its hierarchy. For the educational ontology, we worked with experts
in education and pedagogy that helped to obtain the significant terms.
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Table 1. Competency questions for educational and military ontologies. (Source: own research).
Ontology

Educational

Military

Competency questions
-What kind of educational approach do Universidad Autónoma
Metropolitana, Unidad Iztapalapa (UAMI) and Escuela Militar de
Ingenieros (EMI) use?
- What are the didactic strategies established at the UAMI and the EMI?
-What are teaching strategies are used to achieve cognitive and formative
levels?
-What are the test instruments used by the EMI?
-What is the Plan of Assistance to the Civil Population in Cases of
Disaster (DN-III-E)?
-What are the values promoted by the Military Education System?
-What is the responsibility of a captain?
-What is a duty in the military field?

Table 2. The scope of the educational and military ontologies. (Source: own research).
Ontology
Educational

Military

Scope
The ontology should describe several aspects of Mexican educational
institutions, such as their structure, their teaching modalities, the educational
strategies to achieve a cognitive and formative level in the students; as well as
the evaluation instruments used.
The ontology should describe the terminology used in the different subjects for
the training of military personnel in the various curricula of the Military
Education System.

Regarding the Military domain ontology, the taxonomy of concepts and their
definitions were obtained by reviewing documents that belong to the Military
Educational System. Figure 1 shows the hierarchy of classes of both ontologies.
Educational ontology

Hierarchy classes
Military ontology

Fig. 1. Hierarchy classes of the educational and military ontology. (Source: own research).
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Table 3. Object properties of the educational ontology. (Source: own research).
Property
tieneProgEstudio

I
Y

F
N

T
N

S
N

R
N

perteneceA

Y

N

N

N

N

tieneMateria

N

N

N

N

N

tieneEstiloAprendizaje

Y

N

N

N

N

perteneceAModelo

Y

N

N

N

N

Domain
Educational
institution
(EI)
Degree
program
Degree
program
Learning
Style Model
Learning style

estableceEstrategiaApre

N

N

N

N

N

EI

I: Inverse

F: Functional

Symbology
Y: Yes N: Not
T: Transitive S: Symmetric

Range
Degree
program
EI
Subject
Learning style
Learning
Style Model
Learning
strategy

R: Reflexive

In summary, the educational ontology has 22 classes, 15 object properties, 18 data
properties and 22 annotations. The military ontology has 284 classes and their
corresponding annotations. Protégé editor was used to build the ontologies; they are
implemented in OWL version 2 language.

5

Ontologies Evaluation

The quality of the built ontologies was estimated by considering three aspects:
structural evaluation, functional evaluation and usability. These aspects were tested as
follows.
5.1

Structural Evaluation

The structural evaluation consists of analyzing the logical structure of the ontology.
Three different reasoners were used to verify the logical consistency as well as the
redundancy of information, they were FaCT ++ [19], Pellet [20] and HermiT [21], all
of them reported no inconsistencies or redundancies in the educational and military
ontologies.
5.2

Functional Evaluation

Functional evaluation refers to the use of ontology; as well as the conceptualization of
some domain. This evaluation includes aspects such as the agreement of domain
experts, evaluation through competency questions and an estimation of user
satisfaction.
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Table 4. Competency questions for the educational and military ontology with its corresponding
query in SPARQL and its result. (Source: own research).
Ontology
Educational

Military

Natural language
query
Which educational
institution does the
Bachelor of
Computer Science
belong to?
How many
teaching strategies
does EMI establish
for teaching
practice?
What is the duty of
a captain?

What are the
institutional
values?

Query in SPARQL

Result

PREFIX oed:
<http://pcyti.izt.uam.mx/pmiidas/ontoeduca#>
SELECT ?ies WHERE {
?PEstudio oed:perteneceA ?ies
FILTER regex (?PEstudio, "^Licenciatura en
Computación")}
SELECT (count (?Estrategia) as
?numEstrategia) WHERE {
?uni oed:estableceEstrategia ?Estrategia
FILTER regex (?uni, " ^EMI ") }

UAMI

PREFIX po:
<http://pcyti.izt.uam.mx/pmiidas/ontomilitar#>
PREFIX rdfs:
<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
SELECT ?subject ?object WHERE {
?subject rdfs:comment ?object.
FILTER(?subject=<
http://pcyti.izt.uam.mx/pmiidas/
ontomilitar.owl#Deber_Capitán>)}
SELECT ?subject ?object
WHERE { ?subject rdfs:SubClassOf ?object.
FILTER(FILTER(?subject=<http://pcyti.izt.ua
m.mx/pmiidas/
ontomilitar.owl#Valor_Institucional>))}

He is
responsible for
the instruction,
good internal
management
and military
spirit of the
force under his
command.
Spirit of body,
loyalty, honor,
discipline,
patriotism,
courage, selfdenial and
honesty.

5

Domain Expert Evaluation. This evaluation is carried out by experts in the domain,
which assess the compliance of the ontology in terms of concepts, hierarchy, standards
and requirements [22]. The educational ontology was evaluated by experts in education,
specifically in didactics and pedagogy, while the military ontology was evaluated by
expert personnel in the military environment (captains and majors). In general, the
suggestions of the experts were based on the classification and equivalence of concepts,
inclusion of object and data properties; as well as reviewing annotations.
Evaluation through Competency Questions. This test consists of translating the
competency questions posed at the beginning of the construction of the ontologies to
the SPARQL query language. Table 4 shows the queries made to the educational and
military ontology in natural language, the respective queries in SPARQL as well as the
result set.
5.3

Usability Evaluation

To evaluate the usability of the ontologies, a prototype called MIIDAS was made,
which is a web application that makes use of these ontologies and allows users to
interact with them by means of a graphical user interface. A usability rubric was used
as an evaluation instrument to evaluate ontologies.
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This rubric was applied to 25 professors and 39 students of the Military School of
Engineers, all of them are part of the Military Educational System. As an illustration,
Figure 2 shows the average of qualification assigned for navigation and utility (the
qualification is a number between zero to ten).

Fig. 2. Average result of navigation and utility for the build ontologies. (Source: own research).

According to the results presented on the evaluation criteria of the ontologies, these
were favorable in terms of navigation and usefulness for the student and teaching
population, as they reported favorable results for each of these criteria.

6

Conclusions

This article describes the process of building two ontologies, one in the educational and
the other in the military domains; both ontologies were built by implementing
Methodology 101 and considered the context of the Mexican Military Educational
System.
Ontologies presented in this work have been preliminary evaluated in three different
aspects: structural, functional and usability, obtaining favorable results in each one.
These ontologies can serve as a reference to develop multiple applications and as a
point of reference to standardize a vocabulary within Mexican institutions.
As future work, we have to research plans, the first is to extend the educational
ontology to support training of teacher’s evaluation established by the National Institute
for the Evaluation of Education (INEE), and the second is to support the impact of the
ontology when this is used to support individual’s development.
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